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FOID and CCL Combo card and eCard Notice 

 

FOID and CCL combo card Available for use 
FOID is modernizing and taking a leap forward making FOID or CCL combo cards accessible online. A 
FOID card holder is able to login into ispfsb.com via their smartphone, tablet, or other mobile device and by 
clicking the “My eCard” button, bring up information regarding their most recent printed FOID Card. This 
method communicates in real time the status of a FOID or CCL combo card. As a result, a card holder will 
be able to display a newly approved FOID or CCL combo card even before the physical card is delivered in 
the mail. This connection will not allow revoked, suspended, cancelled, or expired cards to be viewed, thus 
preventing their use by bad actors. Additionally, each eCard is imprinted with a time and date stamp to the 
exact second the eCard was clicked and generated by the card holder; accordingly, a photo of the eCard 
cannot be retained for later use. Legislation effective January 1, 2022, makes the eCard a valid FOID or 
CCL combo card for the purpose of completing firearm transactions or ammunition purchases. (430 ILCS 
65/6.2).  The ISP is still in the process of updating each FOID card holders’ account to include eCards; 
therefore, not all cardholders will be able to view their eCard immediately. 

 
FOID and CCL combo display of eCard 
Similar to the display of a digital insurance card, the eCard for FOID/CCL will allow card holders to show 
their most recent information during a traffic stop. Officers will be able to confirm the information is current 
by referencing the time and date that the eCard was digitally generated printed in red at the top of the eCard. 
This information is also watermarked into the card background. The eCard should be treated in the same 
manner as a physical FOID card; accordingly, the ISP encourages you to always run the card in LEADS as 
you would for a physical card. 
 
Law enforcement Agencies may contact the ISP FSB at ISP.CCW.Illinois@illinois.gov or call 217-782- 
7980 for assistance in this matter. 

 
 
 

Figure 1 -Dashboard as Viewed on a Computer 



 
 

Figure 2 - eCard as Viewed on a Computer 

 
 

 
Figure 3 - eCard as seen on mobile device 



 
 

Figure 4 - Dashboard on mobile device 

 

Law enforcement Agencies may contact the ISP FSB at ISP.CCW.Illinois@illinois.gov or call 217-
782-7980 for assistance in this matter. 
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